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Abstract XML and XML Schema are used in the geospatial domain for the definition of standards that enhance the interoperability between producers and consumers
of spatial data. The size and complexity of these geospatial standards and their associated schemas have been growing with time reaching levels of complexity that make
it difficult to build systems based on them in a timely and cost-effective manner. The
problem of producing XML processing code based on large schemas has been traditionally solved by using XML data binding generators. Unfortunately, this solution
is not always effective when code is generated for resource-constrained devices, such
as mobile phones. Large and complex schemas often result in the production of code
with a large size and a complicated structure that might not fit the device limitations.
In this article we present Instance-based XML data binding, an approach to produce
more compact application-specific XML processing code for geospatial applications
targeted to mobile devices. The approach tries to reduce the size and complexity of
the generated code by using information about how schemas are used by individual
applications. Our experimental results suggest a significant simplification of XML
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Schema sets to the real needs of client applications accompanied by a substantial
reduction of size of the generated code.
Keywords XML Processing · XML Schema · Code Generator · Mobile Applications · XML Data Binding

1 Introduction
Geospatial applications have become commonplace in desktop, server, and web environments. In such varied scenarios, standardization on communication protocols
and data encodings is a vehicle to increase interoperability among data providers and
consumers. In the geospatial domain, the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC1 ) has
defined a set of web service interfaces, communication protocols, and data encodings
to access, discover, process, visualize and exchange geospatial information in a standard way [1]. The success of these set of standards is witnessed by the large number
of OGC-based service instances available online [2]. A geospatial web service that
exposes an OGC service specification is termed OGC web service (OWS) throughout
this paper.
Increased capabilities in mobile devices (e.g. built-in sensors) have impelled the
development of geospatial mobile applications. This trend has also been stimulated
by the increasing demand from users to run such applications on their mobile phones
[3, 4]. While geospatial applications such as navigation systems, web mapping services and location based services are more common everyday on mobile devices,
mobile applications that interact with OWS services are still a few. In our opinion,
though, the complexity of some data encodings makes it difficult and time-consuming
to create reliable and efficient OGC-compliant mobile applications [5]. For example,
OGC services may serve huge amount of observational data packed in complex data
structures in XML format, which is reputed to be extremely verbose in certain scenarios [6]. While this functioning still runs well in desktop and web settings, it causes
great performance penalties and poor efficient processing in mobile devices because
of their hardware limitations [7, 8]. In the previous example, two issues arise: the size
of exchanged messages and the complexity of data structures (i.e., schema complexity). The first issue may be addressed by using compression or some binary versions
of XML, but the problem of schema complexity still remains once client applications
uncompress incoming messages.
This paper focuses on the schema complexity issue in generating code for OWScompliant mobile applications. Distinct techniques may address this problem. The
first alternative is illustrated by code generators [9–12]. Using generators, developers are relieved from the burden of producing communication and XML processing
code manually. However, in some scenarios, finding a code generator that meets all
the application requirements (performance, size, scalability, etc.) may be very difficult or even impossible. This is precisely the case of building mobile OWS client
applications.
1
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A second alternative would be the use of light-weight data formats such as JSON.
These formats do not eliminate the process code for data bindings, that is, XML- or
JSON-encoded data must be in the end mapped into application objects. However,
this step may be different depending on the target client application. For example
JavaScript applications may transform JSON streams in application objects almost
automatically. The same though does not hold for Java-based applications since JSON
and XML must be handled in a similar manner.
A third alternative would be the definition of application-focused subsets of large
XML Schema sets in the form of application profiles. For instance, in the geospatial
domain some profiles have been defined2 such as Simple Feature Profile and Common CRS Profile. This strategy makes in principle a lot of sense as the complexity
of a source XML Schema is reduced to the portions needed for a particular application. From the perspective of rapid development of client applications, however,
it presents some disadvantages. The wide array of potential applications that could
use a XML Schema would make it difficult if not impossible to define standardized
application profiles for each particular case. Standardization moves forward in a low
pace, different from the one of user’s and market’s needs.
In our opinion, the problem of producing XML processing code for mobile devices in an easy and cost-effective way is greatly limiting the adoption of OWS clients
in mobile environments. Built on our previous works [5] and [13], in this article we
present an approach called Instance-based XML Data Binding.This approach is based
on the observation that the existence of large schemas does not imply that every single XML element and type definition is required by client applications [14]. That is,
a client application is built according to the real requirements rather than supporting the full range of data structures offered by a given service specification, being
most of them particularly unnecessary in that client application. Our approach first
automatically extract the subset of a group of specification schemas required by a specific mobile client application. Then this subset is processed by a code generator to
produce compact application-specific XML processing code that fits the limitations
of mobile devices. An implementation of the approach is presented for Java-based
mobile applications running on the Google’s Android platform [15]. Nevertheless,
the approach is essentially platform-independent and can even be applied to other
schema languages beyond XML Schema. We validate our implementation through a
set of experiments in a case study in which a generated mobile application retrieves
air quality sensor data from OWS services.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 presents an introduction to topics related to XML processing, geospatial schemas and mobile computing. In Section 3, related work on the topic is presented. The approach proposed in
this article is presented in Section 4. Section 5 provides details about the implementation of the approach for the selected mobile platform and programming language.
After this, Section 6 presents experiments showing the usefulness of this solution
using real sensor data. Last, conclusion and future work are presented.

2
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2 Background
XML is a text format originally designed to meet the challenges of large-scale electronic publishing [16]. It defines a set of rules to encode documents in a machinereadable form. XML has been adopted as the most common form of encoding information exchanged by Web services [17–19]. XML Schema is used to define the
structure of information contained in XML documents [20, 21]. Each XML Schema
file has a root element named schema, that contains the definition of the structure of
a set XML documents expressed through schema components such as complex types,
simple types, elements, attributes, and element and attribute groups. An XML document conforming to the structure defined in some schema is said to be valid against
that schema.
Producing XML processing code manually is recognised to be difficult and errorprone and may lead to code that is hard to modify and maintain [22, 23]. An alternative is the use of code generators to generate this code based on the information
contained in XML Schemas. This process is commonly known as XML Data Binding. The use of generators brings benefits such as increased productivity, consistent
quality throughout all the generated code, higher levels of abstraction as we usually
work with an abstract model of the system, and the potential to support different
programming languages, frameworks and platforms [10]. The process of mapping
XML Schema components to object-oriented programming constructs is not a trivial
one. [24] details all the problems associated to carry out this mapping in a way that
satisfies all developer needs. This problem is labelled as X/O impedance mismatch.
In practice, the most common approach is to perform a best-effort mapping, while
recognising that some desirable aspects might still be missing from the generated
code.
The availability of many XML data binding code generators has provoked that the
task of producing XML processing code be taken for granted by schema designers,
who frequently assume that independent of the great length of schemas, a working
implementation can be built with little effort. Although this is true in some occasions,
with the growth in size of schemas in some domains it may not be the case. For example, this is the case when code generated from large schemas must be accommodated
in a device with memory or processing limitations such as mobile devices.
XML Schema allows communities to define their own types on top of a set of predefined types. The geospatial community, under the OGC umbrella, has extensively
used XML Schema to define data exchange models for their service specifications.
Examples of service specifications are Web Mapping Service (WMS) that provides a
simple HTTP interface for requesting geo-registered map images from one or more
distributed geospatial databases [25]; Web Feature Service (WFS) that allows a client
to retrieve and update geospatial vector data [26]; and Sensor Observation Service
(SOS) that provides access to observations from sensors in a consistent manner for all
sensor systems, including remote, in-situ, fixed and mobile sensors [27]. Examples of
data encodings related to the above service specifications are the Geography Markup
Language (GML), a grammar for expressing geographical features that serves as a
modelling language as well as an interchange format [28–30]; and Observation and
Measurements (O&M) that defines an abstract model and schema encoding for ob-
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servations gathered by sensors [31]. Further readings relating OGC service specifications and data encodings applied to varied application domains are well documented
[32, 33].

3 Related work
In general, issues related with having large and complex schemas have been addressed in multiple domains [34–36]. For example, Pichler et al [34] deal with problems of large schemas in schema matching in the business domain. In the context of
schema and ontology mapping Rahm [35] states that current matching systems still
struggle to deal with large-scale match tasks, in order to achieve both good effectiveness and good efficiency. Villegas and Olivé [36] present an algorithm to extract
fragments from large conceptual schemas arguing that the largeness of these schemas
makes it difficult for users to get precise knowledge in which they are interested in.
Literature concerning XML processing for mobile devices is mainly focused in
two competing requirements: information compactness and processing efficiency [7].
To achieve compactness compression techniques are used to reduce the size of XMLencoded information [37, 38]. In this sense, the use of compressed format such as EXI
[39] would drastically reduce the size of exchanged messages [40], which has positive
effect on the volume of transmitted data to mobile devices. Indeed, the addition of
compressed formats would only require a few changes in terms of importing libraries
for handling these formats in our implementation as we comment later. Compression
techniques, however, do not alleviate the issue of parsing exchanged messages (in
XML or JSON format) into application objects in the client side.
On the other hand, to the best of our knowledge, not much work has been done
to deal with XML processing efficiency in mobile devices. A prominent exception
in this topic is the work presented in [7], [38] and [41]. These articles are related to
the implementation of a middleware platform for mobile devices: the Fuego mobility
middleware [42], where XML processing has a large impact. The proposed XML stack
provides a general-purpose XML processing API called XAS [7], an XML binary
format called Xebu [38], already mentioned before, and other APIs such as Treeswith-references (RefTrees) and Random Access XML Store (RAXS)[41]. The focus
of the aforementioned work is much more low-level than our approach as it deals
directly with defining new XML processing APIs and exchange formats. In theory,
an implementation of our approach can be built by using any of the above XML
processing APIs.
Regarding the use of instance files to drive the manipulation of schemas, a key
point in our approach, [35] presents a review of different methods that use instance
files for ontology matching. In the field of schema inference, instance files are used
as well to generate adequate schema files that can be used to assess their validity (e.g.
[43–45]).
An extensive literature related to geospatial applications for mobile devices is
available [46–50], but mostly unrelated to OGC specifications and standards. Exceptions are a few but give an idea of the increasing importance of producing XML
processing code for OGC-compliant mobile applications in an easy and cost-effective
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way. Some authors have proposed a kind of proxy approach by implementing a portion of the SOS specification to allow mobile devices to act as an intermediary between physical sensors and SOS servers [51] [52]. Another strategy is driven by the
adaptation of Representational State Transfer (REST) style together with light-weight
data formats (e.g. JSON) as an alternative to the verbosity of XML-based messages.
In this context, an OGC Working Group has recently released a GeoServices REST
API candidate standard that leverages JSON as default format for exchanged messages3 . The proposed REST API allows users to retrieve JSON-encoded geospatial
data from main OWS services (e.g. WMS, WFS). This approach eases web mapping
applications because of the smooth coupling of JavaScript and JSON formats. Similarly, Rouached et al. [53] proposed a REST interfaces combined with JSON data
formats for sensor-related OWS services. Although promising solutions they still do
not put their emphasis on addressing the creation of processing code from exchanged
messages regardless if they are encoded in XML or JSON formats.
Although most of the data binding generators available nowadays are targeted to
desktop or server applications, some tools have been developed for mobile devices
such as XBinder4 and CodeSynthesis XSD/e5 , or for building complete web services
communication end-points for resource constrained environments, such as gSOAP
[11]. All of the tools mentioned before map XML Schema structures to programming
language constructs in a straightforward way, which might not be adequate when
large schemas sets are used because it may result in code with a large binary size.

4 Instance-based XML data binding
Instance-based data binding attempts to generate application-specific data binding
code that consumes less computational resources. The approach is based on the assumption that an application does not require all of the artifacts (e.g. types) specified
in the set of definition files (e.g. schemas) used to describe data instances of that application. Note that we use general language to describe the main ideas behind this
approach to make obvious that it can be applied to other cases besides XML and
XML Schema. For example, it can be also applied to JSON and JSON schemas. We
used the term definition file to refer to any language or convention used to describe
the structure of a set of documents or fragments, and the term artifact to refer to any
relevant piece of information contained in a definition file.
Figure 1 shows the instance-based data binding approach for XML and XML
Schema. In this case, definition files are XML Schemas, artifacts are schema components (types, elements, etc.), and input instances are XML files. The approach also
assumes that a representative subset of instances (input instances) that must be processed by the application is available. By representative we mean that the input instances contain enough information to infer which artifacts of the definition files are
needed to describe all of the instances that will be processed by the application during its lifespan. In our experience working with OWS services such a representative
3
4
5
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Fig. 1 Instance-based XML data binding code generation process

subset is frequently available even when the development of a generic client is attempted. In case it were not available synthetic documents that reflect the needs of
the application can be built by hand an used as input to the method.
The Instance-based data binding approach consists of two steps. The first step,
instance-based simplification, extracts the subset of the definition files needed by a
given application using information of input instances. The simplification algorithm
is used to reduce the number of artifacts in the definition files by removing those that
are not necessary to process input instances. The second step, code generation, uses
information extracted on the previous step to generate data binding code as optimised
as possible for a target platform. The “simplified definition files” are not the only
input to the code generation process, some other useful information can be extracted
from the input instances. The nature of this information is very specific to the type of
the definition files, examples for XML and XML Schema will be provided later on
this section. Likewise, how this information can be used to produce optimised code
will largely depend on the nature of the target platform.
The method outlined above is essentially platform-independent although individual implementations might be targeted to a single platform. In the rest of this section
we present a specific implementation of this approach for mobile applications based
on OWS standards and targeted on the Android platform. Our main goals in this
case are to lower the size of the generated XML data binding code and its memory
consumption to cope with the performance limitations of mobile devices. Both goals
are mainly accomplished by reducing the number of classes in the generated code,
because having a large number of classes have a negative impact on the memory footprint of an application, and in the case of a Java program, in the performance of the
class loader [54, 55].
To detail some of the features of our solution we will use a specific case study.
The case study consists of a mobile client for the Sensor Observation Service (SOS)
implementation specification 1.0.0 [27]. The mobile client shall display air quality
data of the Valencian Community that available from a 52◦ North SOS server6 . This
6
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sensor data is gathered by a set of control stations located in the Valencian area. The
stations measure the level of different contaminants in the atmosphere using a group
of sensors. The mobile client application is referred to as Air quality mobile client in
the remainder of this article. We have chosen SOS because of our previous experience with this specification in the server and client side [5, 14, 40], and also because
the SOS schemas are among the most complex schemas of the OGC specifications
with more than 700 types distributed over more than 80 schema files. These figures
undoubtedly represent a real challenge for testing our approach.

4.1 Instance-based schema simplification
The Instance-based schema simplification step is aimed to extract the subset of the
schemas used on a set of XML documents conforming to them. Starting from the
input XML documents the algorithm calculates which schema components are used
and which are not. The subsetting algorithm is divided in two steps XML exploration
and subset calculation. During XML exploration the input XML files are processed
and the following information is recorded:
– Schema components that are instanced in XML documents: For each XML node
there exists a global or inner element and a schema type describing its structure.
This structure is in turn defined using other schema components. While XML
documents are processed the information of the schema components needed to
describe the structure each node is recorded.
– Type and element substitutions: The subtyping mechanism of XML Schemas allows that the real or dynamic type of an element in a XML document be different
from its declared type in the schemas. The information about XML nodes whose
dynamic type is different from its declared type is recorded.
– Wildcard substitutions: Wildcards are an extensibility feature of XML Schema,
which allows to extend the XML document with elements not necessarily specified by the schema. Elements used to substitute wildcards are recorded.
– Element occurrence constraints information: for all the elements it is checked that
if they allow multiple occurrences there is at least one document where several
occurrences of the element are present.
The information of schema components instanced in XML documents is used by
the subset calculation step to compute the subset of the XML schemas needed to fully
describe the XML input instances. Note that the set of schema components explicitly referenced by instance files is built from other components that are not explicitly
referenced. To illustrate how this calculation works we introduce next the concept of
schema set:
Definition 1: An schema set S = (TS , ES , AS , MGS , AGS , RS ), where TS is the
set of all type definitions, ES is the set of all element declarations, AS is the set of all
attribute declarations, MGS is the set of all element group definitions, AGS is the set
of all attribute group definitions, and RS is a set of binary relations (described later)
between components of TS , ES , AS , MGS , and AGS .
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Listing 1 XML Schema fragment
<complexType name=” Base ”>
<s e q u e n c e>
<e l e m e n t name=” b a s e E l e m ”
<e l e m e n t r e f =” b a s e E l e m 2 ”
</ s e q u e n c e>
</ complexType>

t y p e =” s t r i n g ” />
m i n O c c u r s =” 0 ”>

<complexType name=” C h i l d ”>
<c o m p l e x C o n t e n t>
<e x t e n s i o n b a s e =” Base ”>
<s e q u e n c e>
<e l e m e n t name=” chdElem ”
</ s e q u e n c e>
</ e x t e n s i o n>
</ c o m p l e x C o n t e n t>
</ complexType>

t y p e =” s t r i n g ” />

<complexType name=” C o n t a i n e r T y p e ”>
<s e q u e n c e>
<e l e m e n t name=” i t e m ” t y p e =” Base ” maxOcurrs =” unbounded ” />
</ s e q u e n c e>
</ complexType>
<e l e m e n t name=” C o n t a i n e r ” t y p e =” C o n t a i n e r T y p e ” />
<e l e m e n t name=” b a s e E l e m 2 ” t y p e =” s t r i n g ” />

Components included in sets TS , MGS and AGS , are composed by inner components. In the case of types, inner components can be references to global elements,
attributes, model groups and attribute groups, or they can be nested element and
attribute declarations. Model groups can contain references to global elements and
other model groups, or they can contain nested element declarations. Similarly, attribute groups may contain references to other global attributes and attribute groups,
or they may contain nested attribute declarations. Inner components can be optional,
meaning that is legal that they do not appear in all valid instance documents. For
example in Listing 1, element baseElem2 in Base is optional.
To define the binary relations, we use italics to refer to global types and elements in schema files, e.g. Container and ContainerType. We refer to attributes or
elements within types, model groups or attribute groups, by adding their name and a
colon as prefix to the attribute or element name. The whole expression is written in
italics, e.g. ContainerType:item, Base:baseElem, and Child:chdElem. So, the binary
relations contained in RS are defined as follows:
– isOfType(x, t): relates an element or attribute x to its corresponding type t. For example: isOfType(Container, ContainerType), isOfType(Base:baseElem, string).
– reference(x, y): relates x ∈ TS ∪ MGS ∪ AGS to y ∈ ES ∪ AS ∪ MGS ∪ AGS if x
references y in its definition using the ref attribute in any of its components, e.g.
reference(Base, baseElem2).
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– contains(x, y): relates x ∈ TS ∪ MGS ∪ AGS to y ∈ ES ∪ AS if x defines y as an
inner attribute or element in its declaration, e.g. contains(Base,Base:baseElem),
contains(Child,child:chdElem), contains(Container, Container:item).
– isDerivedFrom(t, b): relates a type t to its base type b, e.g. isDerivedFrom(Child,
Base)
– isInSubstitutionGroup(x, y): relates an element x to another element y if y is the
head element of the x’s substitution group.
The schema set S for the schema fragment in Listing 1 remains as follows7 :
S = {TS = {Base,Child, string,ContainerType},
ES = {Container, baseElem2, Base : baseElem,
Child : chdElem,ContainerType : item},
AS = 0,
/ MGS = 0,
/ AGS = 0,
/
RS = {isO f Type = {(Container,ContainerType),
(baseElem2, string), (Base : baseElem, string),
(Child : chdElem, string),
(ContainerType : item, Base)},
isDerivedFrom = {(Child, Base)},
re f erence = {(Base : Base : baseElem2)},
contains = {(Base, Base : baseElem),
(Child,Child : chdElem),
(ContainerType,ContainerType : item)}
isInSubstitutionGroup = 0}
/
A schema set can be easily represented as a directed graph where schema components (TS , ES , AS , MGS , AGS , RS ) are nodes and binary relations represent edges
(Figure 2). Using the information of schema components that are instanced in the
XML input instances we can easily find all the components needed to represent these
instances by calculating all nodes in the graph that can be reached from the instanced
nodes. The initial set of instanced nodes plus all nodes reachable from them represents the output of the subset calculation step. This information is passed to the code
generator along with the rest of the information gathered during XML exploration.
4.2 Code Generation Process
The second step of Instance-based data binding is code generation, and in our case it
involves the generation of code for a mobile platform, which poses additional complications when large schema files are used. The constraints related to memory, processing and battery life inhibited that existing generators for desktop or server applications could be easily adapted to these devices. As a consequence, the availability of
7

XML Schema anyType has been omitted purposely to simplify exposition.
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Fig. 2 Graph of relations in schema fragment in Listing 1

generators for mobile devices is much more limited than for other environments. In
our case, we will generate code for the Java programming language and the Android
platform8 . Although a specific language and mobile platform have been selected, in
general terms most of the techniques presented here are applicable to any programming language or platform.
A more detailed view of the code generation process is shown in Figure 3. The
outputs of the schema simplification step (Section 4.1) are inputs to the schema processor, the component of the generator in charge of creating the data model that will
be used later by the template engine. The template engine combines pre-existing class
templates with the data model to generate the final source code. The use of a template
engine allows the generation of code for other platforms and programming languages
by just defining new dedicated class templates.
A summary of the features of the code generation process that generates optimised code is listed next:
– Support for instance-based code generation: Instance-based code generation refers
to the use of information extracted from XML documents to improve the generated code according to some criteria. The use of the information about schema
use allows to apply the following optimisations:
– Remove unused schema components: The schema components that are not
used are not considered for code generation.
8 These choices have been made based on the availability of mature tools to implement a prototype
which will be used to build a full-fledged sample application.
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Fig. 3 Flow diagram for the code generation process

– Efficient handling of subtyping and wildcards: The scenarios involving dynamic typing, i.e, the dynamic type of a node differs from its declared type
can be simplified using information gathered from XML documents.
– Inheritance flattening: By flattening subtyping hierarchies it is possible to
reduce the number of classes in the generated code.
– Adjust occurrence constraints: An element may be declared to have multiple
occurrences but in practice it may have at most one occurrence.
– Collapse elements containing single child elements: Information items that will
always contain single elements can be replaced directly by its content.
– Disabling parsing/serialization operations as needed: Both operations are not
always needed. Hence, the generated code can be reduced by not including unneeded operations.
– Ignoring sections of XML documents: Frequently, we are not interested in all of
the information contained in XML files, offering a good optimisation opportunity
by ignoring the unneeded portions.
A detailed explanation of the features related to instance-based code generation
is presented in the following subsections. More information about the rest of the
features can be found in [13].
4.2.1 Remove unused schema components
The schema components that are not used are not considered for code generation. By
removing the unused components we can substantially reduce the size of the generated code. The simplification algorithm presented in Section 4.1 is in charge of
finding the schema components that are used in a set of XML documents, the rest are
just ignored during the code generation step.
The amount of the reduction that can be accomplished will depend on how specific applications make use of the original schemas. For example, in [14] a study of
the use of XML in a group of 56 servers implementing the SOS specification revealed
that only 29.2% of the SOS schemas were used in a large collection of XML documents gathered from those servers. Similarly, [56] showed that less than 10% of the
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components of the same schemas were used in the implementation of the Air quality
mobile client.

4.2.2 Efficient handling of subtyping and wildcards
The complexity of the subtyping mechanisms of XML Schema has been pointed out
by several authors [57, 58]. These authors stated that this complexity might be the
cause why in practice the extra expressiveness of XML Schema is only used to a
very limited extent [57]; and that the inclusion of more than one subtyping mechanism might be due to the presence of conflicting design approaches in the W3C XML
Schema Working Group [58].
As a consequence of this complexity, handling subtyping (and wildcards) can
be a complicated issue when code with specific performance requirements must be
built, specially if large schemas that rely heavily on these mechanisms are used, such
as those included in OGC specifications. In the general case, when no instancebased information is available generic code to face any possible type or element
substitution must be written. Nevertheless, this scenario can be substantially simplified with instance-based information. Consider for example the case of complex
type gml:FeaturePropertyType in the context of the SOS schemas (Listing 2). This
type is used as a container for any feature and contains a reference to a global
element gml: Feature. gml: Feature is the head element of the substitution group
shown in Figure 4, hence, the source code for gml:FeaturePropertyType must be
ready to parse any of these elements. If instead of generating code for the full SOS
schemas, we consider the subset of the schemas needed for the Air quality mobile client, the number of elements in the substitution group is reduced from 30
to 5 (Figure 5). Even more, we can determine for every specific type which referenced head elements are substituted by which element in its substitution group because this information was recorded during the XML exploration step (see Section
4.1). Using this information we can figure out that class FeaturePropertyType only
must be aware of parsing elements of type FeatureCollection and SamplingPoint, as
om:Observation, om:ObservationCollection, and sa:samplingFeature never occurred
inside gml:FeaturePropertyType elements in the XML input instances.
Similarly we can determine which inner elements of a type may have a dynamic
type different from its declared type using the information in the typeSubstitutions
data structure. In the case that type substitution is used for a type, generic code to
handle this situation is generated, but when no type substitution is used we can generate simpler code (see Section 5.1.1).
The same technique is applied to wildcards. During the execution of the instancebased schema simplification algorithm it recognizes which elements are used to substitute wildcards. This information is used by the generator to create the appropriate
code to handle valid substitutions.
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Listing 2 Extract of feature.xsd containing the definition of gml:FeaturePropertyType
<? xml v e r s i o n =” 1 . 0 ” e n c o d i n g =”UTF−8” ?>
<schema t a r g e t N a m e s p a c e =” h t t p : / / www. o p e n g i s . n e t / gml ”>
<e l e m e n t name=” F e a t u r e ” t y p e =” g m l : A b s t r a c t F e a t u r e T y p e ”
a b s t r a c t =” t r u e ” s u b s t i t u t i o n G r o u p =” gml: GML ” />
<complexType name=” A b s t r a c t F e a t u r e T y p e ” a b s t r a c t =” t r u e ”>
<c o m p l e x C o n t e n t>
<e x t e n s i o n b a s e =” gml:AbstractGMLType ”>
<s e q u e n c e>
<e l e m e n t r e f =” gml:boundedBy ” m i n O c c u r s =” 0 ” />
<e l e m e n t r e f =” g m l : l o c a t i o n ” m i n O c c u r s =” 0 ” />
</ s e q u e n c e>
</ e x t e n s i o n>
</ c o m p l e x C o n t e n t>
</ complexType>
<complexType name=” F e a t u r e P r o p e r t y T y p e ”>
<s e q u e n c e m i n O c c u r s =” 0 ”>
<e l e m e n t r e f =” g m l : F e a t u r e ” />
</ s e q u e n c e>
<a t t r i b u t e G r o u p r e f =” g m l : A s s o c i a t i o n A t t r i b u t e G r o u p ” />
</ complexType>
</ schema>

Fig. 4 Elements in the substitution group of gml: Feature

4.2.3 Inheritance Flattening
The domain model defined by OWS schemas contains very deep type hierarchies.
The value of the depth of inheritance tree (DIT)9 metric for the subtyping hierarchy
9

DIT is defined as the maximum length from a node to the root of the inheritance tree [59]
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Fig. 5 Elements in the substitution group of gml: Feature for the air quality mobile client schemas

of GML 3.1.1, an encoding format SOS schemas are built upon, is 7, which is a
rather large number. If this specification were analysed in the context of SOS this
value would be even bigger as SOS use several GML types as base types for locally
defined types.
Type hierarchies in OWS schemas contain many abstract classes, which by definition cannot be instantiated in XML documents. In the code generation step the inheritance tree is “flattened”, eliminating all base classes corresponding to types that
never need to be instantiated to process input instances. Each class is transformed by
adding all of the inherited fields and methods to the class declaration, eliminating its
dependency with its base classes. The generated classes will inherit directly from a
common base class named XMLInstanceTag (see Section 5.1.1).
By flattening subtyping hierarchies we reduce the number of classes in the generated code. The application of this technique will not necessarily result in smaller code
as the fields defined in base types must be replicated in all of their child types, but it
will have a positive impact in the work of the class loader because a lower number of
classes have to be loaded while the application is executed. In the case of geospatial
schemas, such as GML with six or more levels, if the hierarchy were not flattened,
processing an XML node of a type in the lowest levels of the hierarchy would imply
that all its parent types must be loaded first.
Using this technique the generated code is also simpler to understand as a oneto-one correspondence will exist between a schema type and the code in charge of
processing a node of this type. Consider the opposite case where the processing is
distributed between the class representing the schema type and all its ancestors. Here,
the code is harder to understand and even debugging becomes a more complex task.
Inheritance flattening has the advantage that the number of classes on the generated code is reduced, but at the expense of loosing all the information related with
subtyping between generated classes, which might not be desirable if the generated
code is meant to resemble the domain model and it is not just a mean to access data
encoded as XML. This technique has been widely explored and used in different
computer science and engineering fields as is proven by the literature found on the
topic [60–65]. It is also used to a limited extent in the XML data binding tool JiBX10 .
10

http://jibx.sourceforge.net/
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4.2.4 Adjust occurrence constraints
The occurrence constraints of an element determines if it will be mapped to a single
object instance or to a list. If the element can have multiple occurrences (maxOcurrs
> 1 using the XML Schema jargon) it will be mapped to a list, otherwise to a single instance variable. Many elements declared in schemas as having multiple occurrences, have only a single occurrence in XML documents. In this case, they can be
safely mapped to a unique instance variable instead of a list, making a better use of
memory during the execution of the program. In the schema simplification step the
information about element occurrences is stored in the maxOccurrences data structure. For a given schema type T we can map safely a contained element E to a single
object instance if a triple (T,E,1) is stored in this data structure.

5 Implementation
DBMobileGen (DBMG for short) is the current implementation of the Instance-based
XML data binding approach. It includes components implementing both the simplification algorithm and code generation process. It is implemented in Java and relies on existing libraries such as Eclipse XSD11 for processing XML Schemas and
Freemarker12 as template engine library. For low-level XML processing we initially
used only kXML13 but we have rewritten the code to use any implementation of the
XMLPull API14 . This allows to use implementations of this API based on EXI encodings such as EXIficient15 .

5.1 Mapping schema components to programming language constructs
In this section we explain how schemas components are mapped to programming
language constructs. The basis of this mapping is very simple, containing rules for
mapping complex types, simple types and global elements. To simplify exposition we
say that given s, a schema component, T(s) will be the corresponding programming
language construct generated from s.
5.1.1 Mapping complex types
Each complex type in the schemas is mapped to a class in the target programming
language (Java in our case), i.e., if s is a complex type, T (s) will be a Java class
representing s. An UML diagram showing the structure of the class generated for
complex type Child (Figure 1) is shown in Figure 6. The mapping is performed by
applying the following rules:
11
12
13
14
15

http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/mdt/?project=xsd\#xsd
http://freemarker.sourceforge.net
http://kxml.sourceforge.net/kxml2/
http://www.xmlpull.org
http://exificient.sourceforge.net
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Fig. 6 Class corresponding to complex type Child

1. Attributes references and declarations are declared as fields of the class. The type
of each field, which is always a simple type, is determined according to the rules
for mapping simple types.
2. Element references and declarations are declared as fields of the class. The type
of each field, which in this case can be a simple or complex type, depends on
whether the type of the element on the schemas te has a counterpart on the generated code, or is mapped to a primitive Java type. It will also depend on the element
occurrence constraints. If the occurrence constraints of an element allow that instances contain at most one occurrence, the type of the element will be T (te ). If
multiple occurrences are accepted it will be mapped to List < T (te ) >.
3. Setter and getter methods are generated for each field.
4. All classes will inherit directly or indirectly from XMLInstanceTag, a base class
containing the common structure and behaviour of all the mapped classes.
5. An overridden version of the method processTag defined in XMLInstanceTag is
generated for the class. This method will contain the code needed to parse the
content of the XML node containing the information to be parsed.
6. A method named processAttributes is generated for the class. This method will
contain the code needed to parse the attributes of the XML node.
XMLInstanceTag is the base class for all types produced during the code generation process. It provides the basic mechanisms to read the content of a node in
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Fig. 7 Class to parse Capabilities files

an XML document. The class constructor receives the tag code of the XML node to
parse and a boolean value as parameter. The tag code is a unique identifier for each
element generated from their names. This code is necessary because Java classes correspond to types in the schemas, and as a consequence elements with different names
may have the same type in XML documents. The boolean value defines if the node
may have children elements or not. The class also contains the methods fromXML and
toXML for parsing and serialization respectively. fromXML reads the content of the
current XML node during the parsing process. It first reads the content of attributes,
by calling processAtributtes, method that must be overridden by classes extending
XMLInstanceTag. After this, fromXML depending whether the node may have children nodes or not, iterates through the nodes processing them as they are reached,
or just reads the value of the node. Children nodes are processed inside the method
processTag that must be overridden by subclasses as well. Similarly, node values are
read using the method processValue. The method fromXML is an implementation of
the Template Method design pattern [66].

5.1.2 Mapping simple types
Simple types in the schemas will be mapped whenever possible to primitive or predefined Java types. As a general rule, facets that constrain the values of schema predefined types will be ignored to speed up parsing of XML documents. This allows
mapping most of the simple types defined in the schemas without having to create
new types in the generated code. The only exception will be when a simple type is
declared as the union of several types that cannot all be mapped to the same Java type.
In that case, a Java class is created with a field for each possible type of the contained
values and boolean flags indicating which of the values are set. The approach of not
mapping simple types has been selected because the opposite will cause a proliferation of small objects, which consequently will result in the use of more memory and
more work for the class loader.

5.1.3 Mapping global elements
By default, global elements are not mapped to any programming language construct
unless it is explicitly specified that they can act as roots of XML documents. In that
case, a parser class is created with a method to process the instances using a parser
implementing the XMLPull API. Figure 7 shows the class in charge of processing
a Capabilities document containing metadata about the service the mobile client is
connecting to.
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5.2 Limitations
The Instance-based data binding approach has an inherent limitation which is that it
relies on the existence of a representative set of XML documents that must be processed by the application. This subset might not always be available. In this case,
we can still take advantage of the approach by building synthetic XML documents
containing relevant information. Whether XML processing code is produced manually or automatically developers typically have some knowledge of the structure of
the documents that must be processed by the applications. Therefore, we can use this
knowledge to build sample XML documents that can be used as input to the simplification algorithm. In case it were necessary, the final code can be later modified
manually, or the sample files changed and used to regenerate the code.
The current implementation also presents some limitations. Because of the complexity of the XML Schema language itself, certain features and operations have been
only supported and included in DBMG when they were considered necessary for generating client applications [13, 67]. For example, dynamic typing using xsi:type is not
fully supported and serialization is not supported at all as parsing has more importance in the mobile clients we have used to test the approach.

6 Experiments
In this section we use the Air quality mobile client introduced earlier to prove how
the XML instance-based approach can simplify the development of standards-based
geospatial applications. The air quality mobile client must process data retrieved from
a given SOS-based server from which we captured a sample of 2492 XML documents
to be used, along with the SOS schemas (referred as full schemas in the rest this
section), as input to our approach. This sample included responses for each operation
of the server that will be used for the client. The subset of the schemas (referred as
reduced schemas in the rest of this section) used by the sample was calculated and
stored as XML Schema to be used as input to other generators.
The graph of schema components and their relationships, similar to the one in Figure 4, for the full schemas contains 3333 nodes (schema components) and 4617 arcs
(relationships among components). After applying the schema simplification algorithm it was determined than only 327 components and 423 relationships are needed
to process the input instances [5], representing only 9.81% and 9.16% respectively
of the total number of component and relationships. Special importance among these
components have complex types, which are used as primary concepts to generate
code, that were reduced from 846 to 112 types (13.23%).
Table 1 shows the size of the code produced by different generators from the
full and reduced schemas. Source code generated by DBMG is compiled to compressed jar format and compared with final code generated by XBinder, JAXB-RI16
and XMLBeans17 . The last two generators are not targeted to mobile devices but are
16
17

Java Architecture for XML Binding (JAXB) Reference Implementation: http://jaxb.java.net/.
http://xmlbeans.apache.org/
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Table 1 Comparing size of code (KBs) for original and simplified schema sets

Full
Reduced
Libs

XBinder

JAXB

XMLBeans

DBMG

3,626
567
100

754
90
1,056

2,822
972
2,684

88
88
30

Fig. 8 Size of generated code for full schemas

used here as reference to compare the size of similar code for other types of applications. The last row of the table (Libs) shows the size of the supporting libraries, which
are out of the scope of the simplification algorithm, needed to execute the generated
code in each case.
Figure 8 shows the total size of XML processing code when using the full and
reduced schemas. In both cases, we can see the enormous difference that exists between the code generated by DBMG and the code generated by other tools. The full
and reduced size for DBMG is the same because it implicitly performs the simplification of the schemas before generating source code. It must be noted that serialisation
is not still implemented in DBMG whereas the other generators used in the comparison include it. We roughly estimate that including serialisation code in DBMG would
increase the final size in about 30%. To calculate this estimate, we manually wrote
serialization code for a few cases of varying complexity and measured the increase in
size of their compiled files (.class). In all cases we obtained an increase very close to
30%, so we may suggest a similar increase on average because the size of the serialization code depends directly on the numbers of fields contained in every generated
class.
From our experiments, the code generated by DBMG is about 6 times smaller
than the code generated by XBinder from the reduced schemas and about 30 times
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smaller than the code generated from the full schemas. The lack of serialisation support in DBMG partially explains why the code generated by XBinder is a lot bigger.
The real factor, however, is that XBinder code ensures all the restrictions related to
user-defined simple types and it cannot use instance-based knowledge to simplify the
structure of the generated code. Ensuring all simple type restrictions is an advantage
if the application requires the data to be carefully validated, but it is a disadvantage
in the opposite case, as unneeded verifications increase processor usage and memory
footprint. It is also a disadvantage if invalid XML documents must be processed by
the target application.
When compared to JAXB, using the reduced schemas, the main difference in size
is in the supporting libraries, as the code generated by JAXB is very simple. Still, the
code generated by DBMG is slightly smaller because the step of removing elements
with single child elements and inheritance flattening eliminates a large number of
classes. In all of the cases, XMLBeans has the largest size. This tool is mostly optimised for speed at the expense of generating a more sophisticated and complex code
and the use of larger supporting libraries.
At this point an interesting question would be if the results for this specific application can be generalised to other SOS-based or OGC standards-based applications.
To try to answer this question, at least partially, we performed in [14] an empirical
study, already mentioned in Section 4.2.1, with 56 SOS servers revealing that only
29.2% of the components and 34.45% of the complex types of the SOS schemas were
used in a large collection of XML documents gathered from them. Data contained
in those servers was related mainly to environmental variables such as temperature,
pressure, seawater salinity, and rainfall. We used this data as input to DBMG to build
a quasi-generic SOS client for Android [68]. The size of the generated code for XML
processing in compressed jar format was 301 KB.
We have also applied the XML Instance-based approach to build prototypes of
geoprocessing mobile applications based on the Web Processing Service (WPS) standard [69]. We built a WPS Explorer that allows users to browse the process descriptions of WPS services and a geoprocessing client based on Google Maps that allows
clients to enter simple geometries (points, lines and polygons) used as input to remote processes to execute spatial operations such as buffer, intersection, and area.
For the first application only 11 out of the 99 complex types in the WPS schemas
were needed. For the second application only 18 out of 395 complex types present in
the schemas were necessary to implement the operations mentioned above. The final
size of the whole applications in both cases was around 160 KB.
In [13] we tested the performance of the code generated by DBMG which showed
to add few overhead to the performance of the underlying parser, kXML, when processed files were below 100 KB. This indicates that the process of creating and initializing application objects do not take a significant amount of time. On the other
hand, when file size approaches to 1 MB, the overhead was important (> 1s) because
the amount of memory required to store the processed information forced the execution of the garbage collector with a higher frequency. We have to keep in mind that
code produced manually can have similar problems if it were necessary to retain most
of the information read from the XML files in memory. Additionally in [70] performance experiments to compare DBMG to XBinder in a mobile device, and DBMG to
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XBinder, JAXB and XMLBeans in two PC configurations and using several datasets
were presented. These experiments showed that DBMG outperformed XBinder in
most of the test cases but it was slower than JAXB and XMLBeans in PC configurations. This last point is not a surprise as both generators are meant to be used in
desktop and server applications, On the other hand, kXML is optimised to be used in
resource-constrained devices.

7 Conclusion
The approach presented in this article allows the generation of application-specific
data binding code with the aim of consuming less computational resources. The approach is based on the assumption that an application does not require all the components used in a set of schemas describing data instances of that application. The
approach is thought to be applied not only to XML and XML Schemas but to any
other technologies that play a similar role. Parts of the approach can be applied in
a platform-neutral way, such as calculating the subset of used components, allowing
them to be implemented easily for other platforms or to be combined with existing
code generators. Other parts, such as the code generator itself, are platform-specific
although the presented implementation is designed to be easily extended to generate
source code for different programming languages. Although we present this solution
in the context of geospatial mobile applications it can also be extrapolated to other
domains for which data specifications exist in some form of schema language.
With this solution we attempt to help developers to control to some extend the
complexity of schemas such as those defined by OGC. It can be used as an XML data
binding generation tool to build ready-to-use XML processing code or can be used to
calculate the subset of the schemas used by an application with the aim of reducing
the amount information that must be handled if a manual approach were selected for
the implementation of this code. In any case, a substancial simplification of XML
Schemas sets to the real needs of client applications is assured.
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